CONCEPT OF CRITICAL SOFTWARE INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION BASED ON INVARIANT-ORIENTED MODEL-CHECKING APPROACH

Concept of critical software independent verification based on invariants (software properties invariable during the life cycle) measurement on the platform of the source software text static analysis is presented. The use of a model-checking approach (verification of software models, oriented on the measurement of invariants) along with the experimental calibration of sensitivity and pairwise the diversity degree of invariant measurement methods, allows essentially increasing reliability of the results of critical software independent verification. Proposed approach can be used for forecasting of critical software latent faults probability and assessment of testing coverage completeness.
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Introduction

There is urgent task for I&C (Instrumentation and Control) systems: necessity for faultless of software which realize critical functions of systems (functions, which failure leads to essential losses, including health hazard). Requirements to quality of such software are defined by the gravity of failure consequences caused by software latent faults. Software latent faults can result in possible failures of I&C systems and affect the safety of the whole system. Therefore main requirement for critical I&C systems is the implementation of software independent verification on the basis of the technological diversity principle.

The requirement of independence of verification and validation means the implementation of diversity principle based on quantitative assessment.

Proven measured implementation of the principle of the technological diversity allows obtaining trustworthy results and reaching the cost-effective use of resources.

The capability to be proved consists in provision of objective quantitative assessment of sensitivity (probability of software fault detection) of verification methods and diversity level (conditional probability of undetected faults). The decision of this problem allows obtaining the reliable results of independent verification and validation. Therefore one of the basic results of independent verification should be forecasting of software latent faults probability and assessment of testing coverage completeness.

1. Concept

The problem of verification of software, which carrying out critical functions of for I&C systems, consists in combinatorial “explosion” of software states, and, as a result, lack of current verification means for exhaustive testing of all software states to provide required quality (dependability and safety) of critical software.

Hypothesis for solution of the problem is the following:

Software is correct if integrity of all its invariants is confirmed. Invariant – software property or attribute being steady during all software life cycle.

Methodological basis of the technology is the improved model-checking (based on models) verification [1] with use of invariant-oriented software models developed on the basis of static analysis of critical I&C systems software source codes [2], including for those performed on FPGA components.

Modified model-checking approach consists in use of invariant-oriented models (IOM) of critical software for verification and includes:

1. Forming of software source code models oriented to diversified measurement for groups of invariants:
   – Semantic invariants of SW variables (physical dimension, variation interval, representation accuracy) [3];
   – Control flow invariants: control flow reducibility, potential attainability and demand of operators.
– Use of core memory (RAM) in specific software project: memory leak, repeat memory release;
– SW control flows structure (logic of execution);
– Specific invariants of I&C systems based on FPGA components («list of sensitivity», «signal race», «latches»).

2. Experimental calibration of IOM sensitivity to software faults and degree of IOM diversity with technique of software test faults injection (test faults are selected from normative faults profile of specific project).

3. Summarized assessment of latent fault probability and test coverage completeness of software source code.

2. Methodology

Model of the consolidated software quality assessment on the base of diversified invariant measurement

For assessment of software quality the following base characteristics are generally used: functionality, reliability, efficiency, usability, portability, maintainability, quality in use (including functional safety) [4]. In the offered approach software invariants are used as the primitives (primary attributes) during selection of metrics for assessment of these characteristics.

The model of the consolidated software quality assessment, presented on Fig. 1, allows generating the base for software analysis and quality assessment in the form of superposition (association) of attributes sets

$$\bigcup_{i=1}^{3} A_i$$

of internal quality ($i=1$), external quality ($i=2$) and quality in use ($i=3$), which are identified taking into consideration statistical connection with the model of technological maturity of software life cycle processes.

![Diagram of consolidated software quality assessment](image-url)
Possible software latent faults can cause the distortion of invariants, which results in the loss of invariance properties or software error. Latent faults appearance (software error) in use can lead to failures at system level.

Methods of measurement for various types of invariants are characterised by various sensitivity to latent software faults. On this statement the concept of diversified measurements of invariants and implementation of multiversion technology is based on a platform of static analysis for increase of reliability and precision of results of critical software independent verification. Software faults can cause invariant distortion.

Criterion for assessment of the measured software attribute - invariant is its value integrity for all cases of use.

Measurement methods of invariants are characterised generally by different sensitivity shown by probability of software fault detection. Variety degree of each pair of methods in general is presented by probability of presence of software faults, not detected by both methods. Set of diverse methods for invariant measurement, realised on platform of the static analysis of software source code, makes up the multiversion technology for diversified measurements of attributes – software invariants.

The real variety of diverse methods is a necessary condition of reliability growth (uncertainty reduction) at the use of multiversion technology of software invariant measurement.

The quantitative estimation of variety degree represents the base characteristic of method for diversified measurement of software invariants at independent verification.

**Model of invariant-oriented quality assessment of I&C systems software**

For the measurement of invariant values of examining projects the IOMs are forming. IOM allows controlling the integrity of invariant in the automated mode.

The mechanism of software invariant checking is presented on Fig. 2.

The invariant-oriented models are built with the use of semantic base model by elimination of information which is irrelevant to invariant.

Thus for the certain invariants dynamic interpretation of the basic model without formation of the static IOM is possible. The algorithm of integrity control was developed for each invariant.

**Model of software residual and latent faults**

The model demonstrates possible relative positioning of residual and latent faults sets (presented on Fig. 3).

It allows estimating benefits from use of diverse verification methods for various variants of sets allocation.

The indicator of estimation of achieved effect is the value (in %) which indicates the decrease of latent faults presence in the course of consequential realisation of a composition of diverse measurement methods of invariants at independent verification:

$$ I = \frac{\left| D_{lat} \cap \bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i \right|}{|D_{lat}|} \cdot P_{lat} $$
Fig. 3. Model of software residual and latent faults, where
A – software address field;
D_{all} – software source faults;
D_{i} – faults undetected with I method of invariant measurement; D_{lat} – latent faults

Possible variants:
a) theoretically possible case of latent fault probability decrease in 100%
\[
\left(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i\right) \cap D_{lat} = \emptyset \quad I=1 \text{ (position 3)};
\]
b) The most adverse variant:
\[
D_{lat} \subset \bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i \quad I=0 \text{ (position 2)};
\]
c) general case:
\[
\left(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i\right) \cap D_{lat} \neq \emptyset, \quad I=0,1 \text{ (position 1)}.
\]

If latent faults (elements of set D_{lat}) will not be detected during independent verification, the subset \(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i\) (even in case when benefit is I=0) can be used as boundary area of latent faults search (is a frame assessment of latent faults probability). The area where faults are absent – \(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i\). For improvement of effort assessment it is necessary to concentrate the efforts on the analysis of area \(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i\). The value of the relation \(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} D_i \bigcup D_{lat}\) - defines a relative benefit from use of diverse measurement methods of invariant.

3. Implementation

The scenario of the target technology of independent verification is represented by the set of interacting processes (see fig. 4), implementing three base techniques:
- Normalization of the SW project as the object of expertise;
- Measurement of the invariants and the assessment of SW quality;

The functional model of the scenario (see fig. 5) is developed on the basis of IDEF0 modeling methodology and implies the hierarchy of models of various levels of detailed elaboration of scenario processes.

Basic element of the scenario is the work breakdown structure. The work breakdown structure defines functionally completed procedure.

The full specification of scenario work breakdown structures provides development and support of scenario stages at analytical, information and organizational levels (see fig. 5).

The expected effect of implementation

Implementation of the target technology gives the opportunities to provide the controlled completeness and reliability of software verification and to achieve complete checking of compliance with regulatory requirements in a formalized project profile. This ultimately reduces the risk of latent (undetected) faults, accidents and material losses.

Reduction of routine manual operations and thus the significant reduction in complexity of the implementation of different software assessment scenarios are provided.

Opportunity of mobile instrumentation complex development for independent verification during modernization and improvement of critical software on-site with no intervention (stopping) in technological processes is provided (due to the fact that independent verification is based on static analysis of software source code of I&C systems).
Fig. 4. Functional model of the scenario of target technology of evidential independent verification.

Fig. 5. Node tree for functional IDEF0-model of scenario.

Conclusion

Developed target technology of independent verification and forecasting the possibility of latent faults in critical software is one of the key techniques for the analysis of criticality and evaluation of dependability and functional safety of critical I&C systems during qualification tests.

Efficiency and effectiveness of this technology mainly is determined by the real possibilities of achieving the necessary levels of dependability and functional safety of the developed I&C system.

Novelty and relevance of received results.
1. Method of evidential independent verification is developed.

This method is characterized by:
- procedures for the disclosure of the specification of invariants and the formation of invariants-oriented software models in static analysis mode of software source codes;
- procedures for experimental calibration of the sensitivity and diversity degree of invariant-oriented models of I&C system software source code, specific to a particular software project;
— multi-model diversified measurement of invariants which provides independent verification of critical I&C system software;
— evidential realization of diversity principle for achievement of reliable results;
— assessment of latent faults probability with controlled precision;
— assessment of test coverage completeness.

2. The model for assessment of latent faults probability of critical I&C system software is offered. This model differs from the known models by the use of the assessment of residual faults received by the results of calibration of the invariant-based models and provides a final assessment of latent faults probability. To achieve the required precision of the assessment during the implementation of diverse measuring methods the indicator of changes measurement of residual faults cardinal number is used.

3. The method of model-checking verification, which differs from the known methods by the use of a new class of models based on checking of invariants integrity, is improved. This method provides evidential basis to the general hypothesis of model-checking verification (correctness of models confirms the correctness of software);

4. The method of "point" injection of test software faults for the experimental calibration of the sensitivity and diversity degree of invariant-oriented models is improved. This method differs from the known models by the implemented procedure of "point" injection of test faults in accordance with the faults profile in the specific project for the specific software programming language (that allows considering the specificity of software project). For the achievement of required uncertainty degree of the results the faults injection halt criterion is used.

The offered approach (invariant-oriented model-checking verification based on static analysis of software source code) provides the following benefits:
— expanding of the real possibilities of I&C systems developers and regulatory bodies to improve the reliability and accuracy of risk prediction of I&C system abnormal functioning due to the faults in critical software in the overall context of qualification tests;
— provides evidential implementation of the technological diversity principle of critical software independent verification;
— provides an opportunity to perform the independent verification directly on-site with no intervention (breaking) in technological processes for the modernization and completion of critical software (due to static analysis mode of I&C system software source code);
— provides the possibility to assess quantitatively the limits and reduce the probability of latent faults presence in critical software;
— presents methodological basis for solving the actual problem of development of regulative and methodological and instrumental support of evaluations of dependability and functional safety of I&C systems, related to safety, in such critical areas as nuclear energy, space, transport, etc.
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